Make a Shark Hat!

1. Cut on the solid lines and fold on the dotted lines.
2. Tape one of the headband to the sides of the snout visor.
3. Tape one headband to the back of the snout visor and the middle of the first headband.
4. Tape the dorsal fin to the top to finish your hat!

Don’t forget to cut these two strips for the headbands!

Shark Fins
- Primary Dorsal Fin
- Secondary Dorsal Fin
- Caudal fin
- Pectoral Fins
- Pelvic Fin
- Anal Fin

Tape headband here
Tape headband here
Tape to top headband
Tape the headband that holds the dorsal fin to the underside here
Tape to center of headband
Tape to back of visor